Nothings says luxury more than the classic beauty of real wood.
Natural stains. Neutral solids. Nature’s choice.

WOOD
BLINDS

WHY OUR WOOD BLINDS?
• 1 ³/8", 2" and 2 ³/8" slat sizes accommodate any
window size
• Choice of 50 natural stains and neutral solids; most
styles crafted from durable basswood
• Decorative styles include Enhanced Grain, a tone-ontone wood grain and Coastal, a wire-brushed texture
with a stylish, weathered appearance
• A full range of control options, including cordless Lift
& Lock™, cordless lift and RemoteTilt motorization
• Woven tapes in rich solids and elegant patterns allow
for the perfect persona at the window

• Heavy-duty slim-design headrail
and crash-proof cordlock provide
smooth, easy operation
• Innovative, magnetic valance
attachment system is secure, easy
to install, and conveniently adjustable
• Valance returns are glued and finished by hand for
a perfected look and time-saving installation
• Limited Lifetime Warranty ensures
customer satisfaction

FEATURES

REMOTETILT

CORDLESS LIFT

CORDLESS LIFT &
LOCK

WOOD BLINDS BY ALTA

BENEFITS

SLAT SIZES

Selections for virtually any size window; from the smaller 1³⁄8" to the larger scale 2³⁄8" that offers optimal
view-through and a more dramatic look.

1 ³⁄8", 2", 2 ³⁄8"
SLAT STYLES

Smooth Finish

Choice of natural stains and neutral solids, including gray- and taupe-based tones.

Enhanced Grain

Refined grain styles with a rich tone-on-tone appearance. (2" only)

Coastal

Beautiful abachi wood features a wire-brushed texture with a stylish, weathered appearance. (2" only)

VALANCE PROGRAM

Valance Styles

Four style choices and two decorative options, Keystone and tape valance, complement any decor, from
traditional to sleek and contemporary to a bolder, larger profile.

Glued Returns

Returns are glued and finished by hand for a perfected look and time-saving installation.

Magnetic Valance Clips

Innovative, proprietary magnetic clips make installation quick, easy and secure while also allowing for
custom height and projection adjustments. Installers love them!

CONTROL OPTIONS

Standard Tilt/Lift Cords

Superior tilting mechanism is designed for smooth, long-lasting operation. Blinds tilt open or closed by
pulling on the cord tilt. Lift cord features break-away stop ball for added safety.

Wand Tilt

Adjusts the blinds open or closed with a simple twist. (1 ³/8" and 2" slats only)

Cordless Lift &
Lock

Press a button on the aluminum bottomrail to lift and lower the blind; release the button to lock blind
into place. No lift cords enhance child safety.

Cordless Lift

Lifts and lowers shades with a light push or pull on the bottomrail. Eliminates lift cords making them
safer in homes with children. (2" slats only)

RemoteTilt

Battery-powered multi-channel radio frequency (RF) system tilts blinds open and closed with the touch
of a button. The RF remote control operates the blinds at great distance and the multi-channel version
allows for independent blind operation. Combine with wall switches or timer for total convenience.

DESIGN OPTIONS

Solid/Decorative Tapes

Over 30 selections to accentuate the blinds; decorative tapes are woven, not printed.

LightsOut Routeless

Slats have no route holes, which means reduced incoming light, increased privacy and better aesthetics.

Rounded Corners

No-charge option that softens the blind's edges.

2- or 3-on-1 Headrail

Two or three blinds may be combined on one long headrail for flexible light control and beautiful unity.

HARDWARE AND INSTALLATION

Low Profile Headrail

Strong enough to cover large windows, yet slim enough to reduce stack and allow more view.

Metal Components

Cordlock, tilter and barrels inside the headrail are metal, not plastic, for better performance and longer life.

Ladders

Four strand ladders won't stretch, ensuring uniform slat alignment.

Tilter System

Wheeled cord tilter and hexagonal tilt rod enable smooth operation and tight slat closure.

Trapezoid Bottomrail

Provides contoured, modern look, improved slat tilting/rotation, and better closure.

Certified Best for Kids when used with wand tilt
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY on all Wood Blinds by Alta ensures customer satisfaction.
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